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Abstract: The emission efficiency of novel surface conduction electron-emitters corresponding to tilted angles
(u) of a nanogap-typed driving cathode is optimised. Among the parameters of the emitter profile, the apex
angle is the most significant because the smaller angles induce a higher electric field. The higher electric
field then attracts more particles into vacuum and then increases the emission current. However, the
structure of the driving cathode limits the electron trajectory while the angle decreases, and it reflects
that the portion of collected current by the anode decreases and results in a drop in emission efficiency.
The electric field with larger tilted angles will be weakened, but most of the emitted electrons could be
collected by the anode, which increases emission efficiency. This shows there is highest emission
efficiency (about 37%) under an optimum angle (u) of 608 owing to a trade-off between emission
efficiency and emitter apex.
1 Introduction
A surface conduction electron-emitter display (SED) features
lower material costs than a liquid crystal display (LCD);
hence the manufacturing costs can be reduced. Cathodes
with nanometre separation have diverse applications, such
as molecular electronics [1] and vacuum microelectronics
[2]. One of the emerging technologies of nanogaps is the
surface conduction electron emitter (SCE) for applications
of flat panel displays (FPDs), which has attracted much
attention [3–9]. An SED is an advanced type of FPD
based upon SCEs. The critical process step to fabricate
SCEs is to create a nano figure on a line cathode for
electron emission. SEDs have a high-quality image, high
resolution, quick response time and low power
consumption [4], but the nanogap fabrication process is
complicated and expensive. The field emission (FE)
efficiency and current density of these cathodes further
depend on both their geometry and fabrication materials.
For SCEs, the emission is obtained with a high electric
field by a driving voltage that causes electrons to tunnel
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over a potential barrier out of the emitter to the driving
cathode and anode. The emitter’s geometry increases
emission by enhancing the electric field and reducing the
barrier over which the electrons must tunnel. A novel SCE
device fabricated by hydrogen embrittlement (HE) has
recently been proposed by us for its high FE property [5–
8]. However, FE efficiency strongly depends on the
emitter’s geometry, in particular the tilted angles.

In this work, the effect of the tilted angle of the driving
cathode on FE performance is theoretically examined by
solving a set of three-dimensional (3D) Maxwell’s
equations and the Lorentz equation with the finite-
difference time-domain particle-in-cell (FDTD-PIC)
method [5–8]. In the FE process, electron emission is
modelled by the Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) equation. As
the tilted angle (u) of Fig. 1 decreases, the emitter apex
gathers a high electric field, which introduces a high
emission current. But the geometry also limits particle
trajectory and reduces the collected current on the anode.
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The optimum angle is thus examined for the high emission
efficiency of the novel SCE device.

This paper is organised as follows. We state the structure
of the SED and simulation technique in Section 2. Results
and discussion on the emission properties are shown in
Section 3. Finally, we conclude from the results that there
is an optimum angle for the best emission efficiency and
suggest future work.

2 Structure and simulation
The configuration of novel SCE devices fabricated by hydrogen
absorption is shown in Fig. 1, where an adequate value of 87 nm
gap was obtained experimentally for the novel structure
simulation, and is superior to the conventional one fabricated
by a focused ion beam (FIB). The driving voltage of the
structure is 40 V and the voltage between the cathode and
anode is 1960 V. Both details of fabrication have recently
been reported and could be found in our previous work [5–8].

The FE property of the explored SCE device is solved
using the FDTD-PIC simulation technique [5–8]. We
first formulate a calibrated simulation model with the
experimental data by using the simulation program that has
been developed to calculate the emission efficiency of
different SCEs [5–8]. Electromagnetic particle-in-cell
codes are performed in the numerical simulation. Starting
from a specified initial state, we simulate electrostatic fields
as its evolution in time. We then perform a time
integration of Faraday’s law, Ampere’s law and the

Figure 1 The whole configuration of the SCE device
fabricated by palladium hydrogenation nanogap (novel
SCE), where the angle is the variable to be explored for
the emission efficiency. The right corner summarises the
thickness for each material. The inset is an SEM image of
the fabricated sample [7]. We notice that the angle of the
right-bottom electrode is equal to 308, which was
extracted from the fabricated sample
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relativistic Lorentz equation [10, 11]
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subject to constraints provided by Gauss’s law and the rule of
divergence of B
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We notice that E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, x
is the position of the charge particle, and J and r are the
current density and charge density resulting from charge
particles. The full set of time-dependent 3D Maxwell’s
equations is simultaneously solved to obtain
electromagnetic fields. Similarly, the Lorentz force equation
is solved to obtain relativistic particle trajectories. In
addition, the electromagnetic fields are advanced in time at
each time step. The electrons are moved according to the
Lorentz equation using the fields advanced in each time
step. The weighted charge density and current density at
the grids are subsequently calculated. The obtained charge
density and current density are successively used as sources
in Maxwell’s equations for advancing the electromagnetic
fields. These steps are repeated for each time step until the
specified number of time steps is reached. We notice that
the space-charge effects are automatically included in the
simulation procedure. The FDTD-PIC method [12–14]
forms a self-consistent solution of the electromagnetic
fields and electrons.

In the EF process, electron emission is modelled by the
F–N equation [15]
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where A ¼ 1.541 � 1026 A eV/V2 and B is a fitting
parameter in our simulation depending on the applied
voltage [9] and the width of the nanogap; E is the normal
component of the electric field at the emitter surface, w is
the work function of the emission material, t2 is
approximately equal to 1.1 and v( y) ¼ 0.95 2 y2 with
y ¼ 3.79 � 1025

� E1/2/w in SI units. The emission
current density is determined by (3) according to the local
electric field, the work function of emitter material and
geometric factors. We notice that, in the entire simulation,
all the dimensions of physical quantities are the same with
the experimental settings, where the model parameters and
the solution method have been calibrated for best accuracy
[5–8].
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3 Results and discussion
According to our previous studies [5–8], the electric field
around the tip of a novel SCE fabricated by HE is larger
and exhibits higher focus ability than that of a conventional
SCE fabricated by a FIB. Therefore we further investigate
the impact of a tilted angle for the novel SCE by varying
the fabrication feasible range of a tilted angle. First, the
physical settings of an SCE are fixed except for the tilted
angle. We then focus on examining the tilted angle effect
on the FE efficiency of the novel SCE. The inset of Fig. 1
shows the configuration of the novel SCE device with the
specific angle of the driving cathode [5–8]. The period of
time was set as 0.017 ps, at angles of 60, 50, 20, 15 and
108, to analyse how tilted angles affect the emission
efficiency. For a clear view of analysis, we pick three
conditions to discuss the simulated results, which are
shown in Figs. 2–4. In the beginning, electrons are
emitted from the palladium (Pd) cathode [16]; when the
anode voltage is increased, the emitted electrons are
attracted upward. When the anode voltage continuously
keeps increasing, electrons keep moving upward. Finally,
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about 27% of the total emitted electrons are collected by
the top anode. Most of the electrons (73% of the total
emitted electrons) are absorbed by boundary or materials.
During the simulation process we know that the electron
trajectories are affected by the electric field. By analysing
the electric field, the motion of emitted electrons is
described. Then the optimal geometry settings of the SCE
are found. Figs. 2a, 3a and 4a represent the electric field
and Figs. 2b, 3b and 4b show the electron trajectories under
different angles of the emitter apex; they are 80, 60 and
108, respectively. In these figures the electric field around
the tip increases as the angle decreases owing to the
formulation of an acute angle. Hence more particles are
attracted, tunnel into the vacuum and make the emission
current increase. The angles of the emitter apex affect the
magnitude of emission current directly. Fig. 2a shows that
the larger tilted angle induces fewer emitted electrons from
the cathode because of a weak electric field. The wider
distribution of the electric field benefits the electrons
moving upward, as shown in Fig. 2b. However, the
collected current on the anode is smaller because of the
limitation of emitted electrons. As the angle decreases,
Figure 2 Electric field distribution and electron trajectories near the gap for the device with u ¼ 808
a Electric field distribution near the gap for the device with u ¼ 808
b Electron trajectories near the gap for the device with u ¼ 808

Figure 3 Electric field distribution and electron trajectories near the gap for the device with u ¼ 608
a Electric field distribution near the gap for the device with u ¼ 608
b Electron trajectories near the gap for the device with u ¼ 608
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Figure 4 Electric field distribution and electron trajectories near the gap for the device with u ¼ 108
a Electric field distribution near the gap for the device with u ¼ 108
b Electron trajectories near the gap for the device with u ¼ 108
the emitted electrons are increased because of the increased
electric field. The distribution of the electric field becomes
smaller owing to the lower position of the tip, as shown in
Fig. 3a. With larger electric field around the tip, a few
emitted electrons are attracted by the cathodes, as shown in
Fig. 3b. Fewer parts of emitted electrons moving downward
do not reduce the collected current, because most electrons
attracted from the emitter owing to a larger electric field
move upward to the anode and increase the magnitude of
collected current. With a decreasing tilted angle, the
electric field becomess stronger, but the collected current
may reduce because of a weak electric field. The electric
field is increased rapidly because of the sharp tip of the
emitter, as shown in Fig. 4a. But the weak electric field on
the sidewall of the cathode and the increasing area of
cathodes, because of the fixed gap width, reduce the
magnitude of collected current by the anode directly.
However, Fig. 4b shows that most of the emitted electrons
are blocked by the geometry. Figs. 5a and b summarise the
magnitude of collected and emitted currents under different
tilted angles of an SCE, where both peak values occur in
an SCE with about a 208 tilted angle. During the
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simulation, the potential drop between two cathodes
reduces, and this results in the time delay when particles are
attracted. To evaluate FE efficiency, the ratio of emission
current and collected current by the anode plate is calculated by

emission efficiency (h) ¼
collected current by anode

emitted current by cathode
� 100%

(4)

Based on such an expression, the simulated result shows that
the optimal FE efficiency is determined under an angle of
608, as shown in Fig. 6. According to the previous results,
most emitted currents with larger electric fields are
collected by the anode for a 208 tilted angle. We notice
that a slightly increasing electric field induces a large
emitted current, as shown in Fig. 5a. Therefore FE
efficiency is highest with an appropriate tilted angle. The
optimal value is determined by the electric field around the
emitter apex and the distance between the two cathodes.
As the angle decreases, the emitter apex extends outward
and introduces a significant electric field around the tip, but
the increasing area of the cathodes weakens the attraction for
Figure 5 Emitted current and collected current by the top anode plate against tilted angles

a Emitted current against tilted angles
b Corresponding collected current by the top anode plate against tilted angles
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particles and blocks the emitted electrons moving upward on
the side wall of the emitted cathode. This trade-off for the
attraction makes the optimal angle exist. The corresponding
efficiency is 37% under the optimal tilted angle.

4 Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of a tilted angle of a cathode on
FE property of a novel SCE. The new structure has higher
focus capability than the conventional one with the vertical
angle owing to the high electric field around the emitter
apex. The FE efficiency of a novel SCE strongly depends on
the tilted angle of the cathode; the small angle induces a
strong local field and attracts emitted electrons from the
cathode. Nevertheless, FE efficiency is suppressed because
most of the emitted electrons are impeded by the structure
with a small angle. For the case of a large angle, more
emitted electrons could be found, but the emission efficiency
is rather limited by a very weak electric field. Our study has
suggested that a tilted angle of 608 may possess optimal FE
efficiency for the novel SCE with a fixed separation width of
the nanogap at 87 nm. We are currently investigating the
FE property of nanogaps with different geometry
configuration, cathode material and morphology.
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